
LETTER OF MOTIVATION: ANALIA ASPIS 

Position of independent expert at the Competition, Consumer Trust and Consumer Choice 

Review Team 

 

I am pleased to present my proposal to be granted as independent expert at the Competition, 
Consumer Trust and Consumer Choice Review Team 
 

 

I have been working for the past years in the IT law field, both in her doctoral research project in 

the field of Consumers’ Privacy and Internet Governance and well as Research Group Projects 

and currently designing (UBACyT and DECyT) in the field of Surveillance, IT Law and Human 

Rights.  Moreover,  I  have  contributed  many  times  in  the  Lawyers  Institute  for  Law  and 

Informatics by actively intervening in the meetings as well as a reporter of different issues 

related to technology, following the whole process and theme of ICANN (NCUC and ….), 

evaluating and monitoring the current agenda and well as the international forums related to 

Internet Governance. Moreover, as co-coordinator of the Internet Governance Caucus I am very 

involved in civil society concerns with regard Internet’s agenda. In addition, as part of the Freedom 

Online Coalition, I have been working closely with a multistakeholder group (including the 

government of United States of America, Canada and The Netherlands) focusing our effort in 

enhancing human rights protection  within online activities.  

 
 

Accordingly,  I  have  a  very  strong  knowledge  of  Internet  issues  being  one  of  the  few 

professionals in Argentina with an excellent academic records and background on the field. Not 

only I have obtained several support for the Argentinean, Swiss and Swedish governments to 

pursue her studies and doctoral research but as well I has return all that support and knowledge 

to my country. I holds one of the best grades in the University of Buenos Aires, as well as an MBA 

in Switzerland (University of  Lausanne) and research work  in Sweden (University of 

Stockholm – Center for Law and Informatics). I am as well a specialist in Ipv6- RFID and its relation 

with Internet of Things and is one of the few professionals in Argentina you is deeply committed 

to built a strong network within the academia as well as with students to promote the human rights 

and the use of the technology. In this sense, I wish to create an Observatory for IG in LatinAmerica, 

as the second step after an excellent experience of the Argentina Hub for Internet Governance 

and Internet Governance Study Group (Faculty of Law). 



I consider I have always shown an early concern in alternatives solutions to nowadays 

problems between technology and law, being always my aim to join forces and to 

collaborate in both educational and social problems that this field involved. As a Latin 

American citizen I think I can offer a comprehensive point of view of  the issues, 

contribute to the understanding  of  the different backgrounds and situations. Moreover, 

I do consider the research   as a unique opportunity to enhance her research work across 

Latin America and to start an active network not only in the region but collaborate 

worldwide. I am more that convinced that I do have has both the intellectual and 

professional capacity to promote and subscribe ICANN’s mission. 

 
 

Finally, for a personal point of view I consider myself  as a very responsible, 

enthusiastic, proactive and team-worker person, always being very positive and 

compromise with each task and challenge in my life. 

 
In conclusion, I would be extremely honored to be granted a position as independent 

expert at the Competition, Consumer Trust and Consumer Choice Review Team, firmly 

believing I am the appropriate person to pursue it. 
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Faculty of Law University of Buenos Aires 




